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History
Middle East Cleaning Co - MECC founded in 1989 with a vision of offering extensive 
high-quality services. Today, with over 30 years in operation MECC has grown to be 
recognized as the leading service and products provider for cleaning and hospitality 
industry. We are committed to offer world class services for client as per the global 
quality standards establish for the industry.

With over 3 decades of cleaning processes and procedures expertise we have developed 
the most effective methods and products to service virtually every type of industry. 
This makes us exceptional and distinct from the rest of service providers in the industry.

We are always on the lookout for opportunities to improve our services and quality 
benchmarks by adapting new technologies.

We are the official and sole distributor of HOST® The Dry Extraction Carpet Cleaning 
System (USA) and ARIDEX - The Dry Upholstery Cleaning System (USA) in Qatar.

MECC is also the distributor for SUPERSTEAM – SINGAPORE in Qatar.

Why Choose Us
MECC offers quality cleaning products & services and value for money. 
As a well-established, Qatari owned company, we do more than “just clean”.

With a positive and proactive approach, MECC partners with clients, identifying their 
unique needs to develop a comprehensive and customised cleaning solution, which 
is constantly scrutinised, tweaked and adapted as required in our perpetual endeavour 
to exceed expectations.

We work with our clients closely to determine their unique cleaning requirements, 
regardless of what industry they are in before we set our management process in 
motion. You can read all about our extensive commercial cleaning and management 
process here.
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Not a one size fits all approach

The difference when you choose our company is the personal touch that you will 
receive. We go above and beyond to develop a relationship with our clients so that 
they always feel completely comfortable with our service. We will work with you to 
develop a cleaning solution that is perfectly tailored to your facility, 

Systems and Support

Our cleaning process is supported by proactive supervisors who uphold the highest 
quality assurance standards. This results in our customers receiving a complete 
cleaning service at a competitive price.

We genuinely care

Obviously committed to the highest industry standards in our field, we passionately 
pursue better ways of doing things, challenging the status quo, and questioning 
everything. That is why we do things a little differently – to get the absolute best 
result for our clients, their stakeholders, and the environment.

Accountable and approachable

We have built our business on family values – honesty, reliability and quality, and our 
customised cleaning solutions are supported by exceptional levels of communication. 

What Makes MECC Unique?

Green Cleaning - A Cleaner Environment with our Cleaning Services

We provide the extra service required to maintain a clean and pleasant environment.

The HOST® Dry Extraction Cleaning System used by MECC is a proven method for 
achieving clean and dry flooring that looks its best every day. HOST is Green Seal & 
Certified USDA Bio Preferred Certified and is 100% Biobased. By using HOST, we 
contribute to a cleaner environment both inside and outside your facility.
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Offices & Commercial Cleaning

We have more than 30 years’ experience in 
commercial cleaning throughout Qatar, and our 
dedicated team understands the differences 
which come with various types of commercial 
cleaning.

Residential Cleaning
We provide a service tailored to meet your 
needs. We can visit weekly, fortnightly, monthly, 
or as often as you would like. Whatever your 
requirements our staff will take pride in cleaning 
your home.

Schools and Nurseries Cleaning

MECC offer Schools & Nurseries the best quality 
service where top cleaning standards are 
applicable using environmentally friendly products 
approved by British Institute of Cleaning 
Science (BICSc).

Move In-Move Out / Post Builders
Cleaning

Reclaiming your home from the builders can be 
a real struggle, and fine builders’ dust can 
remain for months after they have left. Using 
our systematic approach to cleaning, we ensure 
that every surface and ledge will be wet wiped 
down to minimise the amount of residual dust.

Our Services
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Carpet Care
The HOST® Carpet Cleaning System (USA) used 
by MECC is the environmentally preferred carpet 
cleaning system that deep cleans your carpet 
and reduces dust mites and mold leaving it 
fresh, clean, dry, and back in use immediately. 
Made from 100% plant-based resources and a 
little bit of water, HOST® is the easy, effective, 
safe, and green carpet cleaner. We also do 
shampooing of carpets.

Upholstery Cleaning

The Aridex Upholstery Cleaning System (USA) 
used by MECC is a simple and fast method for 
deep cleaning your upholstered furniture anytime 
without the inconvenience of getting it wet. Great 
for cleaning all types of fabrics including velvet, 
jacquard, weaves, tapestry, brocades, and leather. 
We also do cleaning of curtains and blinds.

Marble Care
Our Marble Care Team has honed their skills by 
rigorous advanced training courses coupled 
with worlds best polishing machines from 
Italian manufacturer Klindex. You are rest 
assured that your valuable marbles are in safe 
hands.  

Window Cleaning

We clean the entire window, glass, frames, and 
sills. We spend far longer than the average 
window cleaner, getting into every corner, nook, 
and cranny. Areas a traditional window cleaner 
does not touch. We use a pure-water system, 
meaning not only surface dirt is removed but the 
surface is cleaned of all residual dirt and chemicals.   

Our Services
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Liberator Extractor VAC Freestyle Extractor VAC Reliant

Applicator Host Cleaning Products

HOST - The Dry Extraction Cleaning System

The HOST® Dry Extraction Cleaning System is a proven method for achieving clean 
and dry flooring that looks its best every day. HOST is Green Seal & Certified USDA 
Bio Preferred Certified and is 100% Biobased. By using HOST, we contribute to a 
cleaner environment both inside and outside your facility. In fact, no other cleaning 
system has the variety of independent certification and research that HOST Dry 
Extraction Cleaner has. The summary of independent research and certifications 
shows that HOST is environmentally preferred and the best choice for green, clean, 
and dry flooring that looks its best every day.

MADE IN USA

FOR BIG JOBS, TOUGH JOBS AND REGULAR MAINTAINCE USE!

ARIDEX - The Dry Upholstery Cleaning System
MADE IN USA

Our Products
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A simple and fast method 
for deep cleaning your 
upholstered furniture 
anytime without the 
inconvenience of getting 
it wet. Great for cleaning 
all types of fabrics including 
velvet, jacquard, weaves, 
tapestry, brocades and 
leather.



Our Products
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Cleaning Supplies

Acid Cleaner Glass Cleaner All Purpose Cleaner

Hand Sanitizer Gel Dish Wash Liquid Pine Disinfectant Bleach Cleaner

5L, Germs kill 99.9%, Tough stain 
removal, Leaves toilet visibly cleaner

5L, Clean Mirrors, Windows all glass 
surface

5L, Fragrance and cleaner for 
surfaces and floors

Hand Wash Liquid Antiseptic Disinfectant Carpet Shampoo
5L, Remove dirt and protect from 
germs and bad odors, 4pcs/1ctn

5L, Sterilizer and disinfectant, 
4pcs/1ctn

5L, Clean, Deodorize and protect, 
4pcs/1ctn

5L, Anti-bacteria long 
lasting, 75% ALCOHOL, 

4pcs/1ctn

5L, Removes the toughest 
grease, burnt residues and 
unpleasant odors, lemon 

flavor, 4pcs/1ctn

4L, for floors walls, wood-
work, surfaces and equip-

ment, kills 100% germs, pine 
scent, 4pcs/1ctn

4L, Bleach Cleaner 
(CHLORINE), 4pcs/1ctn



+974 3355 6693
+974 4432 7723

+974 4443 4669 info@mecc.qa www.mecc.qa

GF Al Hattab Building No.1, Al Jazira Al Arabiya Street,
Madinat Khalifa South, P.O.Box 2889, Doha, Qatar

Our Clients


